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Other Kinds of Doubles 

So far, we've covered: 
• Takeout Doubles (made by the Overcaller)  

• Responder’s bids after an overcall include: 
 Negative Doubles 

 Redoubles 
• Penalty Doubles 

  
These are *by far* the most important doubles for you to be aware of.  There are many other types of doubles, 

some more common / more useful than others. 

 

Responsive Doubles 

A Responsive Double is made by Advancer. 
  
After your partner overcalls (suit or TO double) and your RHO raises, a double by you is Responsive.  It shows inter-
est in competing but doubt about strain. 
  
You need at least 8 points to make a Responsive Double, depending on level.  They are on through the level agreed 

with partner; 3S is a reasonable level. 

 

Examples: 

 
* Responsive 
  

  
* Responsive 
  
  

  
* Responsive 
  
   

 
* Responsive 
  

 
* Penalty: Partner, you’ve shown spades  
and short hearts.  I have a good hand and I 
also have spades.  Our best bet is to penalize 
them. 

1D 1H 2D X* 

1H X 2H X* 

2S 2N 3S X* 

1H 1S 4H X* 

1H X 1S X* 

} K987 { 54  [ A32  ] QJ32  

OR  } KJ7 { J4  [ 532  ] AJ532 
 
 

} J87 { 54  [ AQ32  ] QJ32 
 
 
 
 

} 87 { AQ54  [ QJ32  ] J32 
 
 
 
 
 

} A2 { 32  [ AT876  ] QJ32 
 
 
 

} QJ92 { AK92  [ 32  ] K32 
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Lead-Directing Doubles 

• Double of an artificial bid (stayman, transfer, cue bid, etc) 

 Partner, please lead this suit 
 Shows a good 5-card suit, not (specifically) any interest in setting the final contract 

 In some cases, may choose to sacrifice in the suit that you're showing 
  

• Out-of-the-blue double of 3NT 

 Partner, please lead dummy's first-bid suit 

 Shows a reasonable expectation to set the contract if partner leads the suit requested 
  

• Out-of-the-blue double of a slam (AKA a Lightner Double) 

 Partner, please make a lead that you otherwise wouldn't make (often length) 
 Shows a reasonable expectation to set the contract if partner leads the suit requested 

 
 Examples: 

 
* Transfer 
** Partner, please lead a diamond 
  

  
* Partner, please lead a club 
 
 

  
  * Game-force, 4+ card support 
** Partner, please lead a diamond 
  
   

 
* Partner, please lead a diamond 
 
  

 
* Partner, please make an unusual lead 
(Long suit, not a heart) 

1N P 2D* X** 

1N P 2C X* 

1S P 2N* P 

3S P 4D X** 

1S P 2D P 

2S P 3N X* 

   3H 

3S P 6S X* 

} T32 { 54  [ AKJT2  ] 432  
 
 
 
 

} T32 { 854  [ 32  ] AKQT2 
 
 

 
 
 
 
} T32 { 54  [ KQT2  ] 8432 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

} T432 { 2  [ AKQJT  ] 432 
 
 
 
 
 

} 42 { AQT5432  [ -  ] 8432 
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Support Doubles 

Note that this is just a brief intro, included since Support Doubles are relatively important but also relatively ad-

vanced.  There's nothing difficult about Support Doubles, except that they'll be hard to remember at first.  There's 

no rush to start playing them!  Only take on this convention when you're ready, and only after agreement with your 

partner. 

  

Remember that the basic Law of Total Tricks says that in a competitive auction, you generally want to compete to 

the number of tricks that you have trumps.  This means that it's helpful to know precisely how many trumps you 

hold. 

 

A Support Double is made by Opener.  

• It shows *exactly* 3 cards support in partner's suit 

• It is forcing for one round 

• It says nothing about strength 

• A raise (instead of a support double) shows 4+ card support 

• Any bid other than a raise or a support double shows fewer than 3 card support 

 
 Example: 

 
* I have 3 spades 
 
A few details: 
• Support Doubles are alertable 
• Support Doubles are on through 2H by the opponent.  (Otherwise, we're liable to get too high on a 4-3 fit.) 
• Normally responder's new suit shows 4+.  Even if responder's new suit shows 5 (1c-1h-1s-2h-x), support doubles 

are still on. 
 
Examples: 

 
* I have 3 spades     * Penalty (out of range for a Support Double) 
 
There are lots of other doubles that you may want to be aware of (or not…): 
• SOS Redoubles 
• Maximal 
• DSI (Do Something Intelligent) 
• Forcing Pass 
• Snapdragon 
• Stripe-tailed ape (only included for the name…) 
• All sorts of Redoubles 

1D P 1S 2H 

X*    

1C 1H 1S 2H 

X*    

1C 1S 2D 2S 

X*    

} K87 { A543  [ AQ32  ] 32  

OR: } AK7 { 2  [ AKQ432  ] A32 
 


